
”As founder and architect of the ‘ARISE’Music Arts Communication program,  
Susan exemplifies a level of creativity and passion for human development that is unprecedented. 

Her musical coaching took aim at unlocking the inner potential of my students. Through a 
progressive sequential method, Susan was able to assist the students not only musically but more 

importantly with their self confidence and self awareness.  
The results were truly remarkable.

Susan has found great results when working with any age group.  
From the youngest student to seasoned performers, Susan’s methods work. Her focus on 

communication skills using the arts as a vehicle has proven to offer rewards that would not be 
expected. Everyone can become a singer, songwriter and musician through her program 

regardless of ability level.

I would be remiss in not stating the fact that Susan is an outstanding musician and performer. I 
have enjoyed sharing the stage in performance with Susan and the level of give and take was 

remarkable. She sings and plays from the heart and captures her audience with her passion for 
communicating with music.  

Her eclectic mannerism and joy for life are infectious. 

Susan’s work in my school has been quite beneficial for many of my students. She has been a 
guest lecturer, private vocal coach, and has worked with my ensembles on several occasions. Her 

efforts were highly effective and produced wonderful results.  
It is without reservation that I encourage any organization to utilize her talents.”  

– Neil Freebern -  
Performing Arts Chair/ Instrumental Music Burr & Burton Academy 

"I cannot tell you how grateful I am. I’m a million steps closer to all my dreams because of what 
you have inspired in me and taught me.  

Meeting and working with you was an amazing experience and a  
sure sign that the dreams I imagine everyday will soon be a reality.  

I am finally becoming who I always knew I was because of you! :) thank you for the most life 
altering & monumental summer of my life.” 

- Joanna Murphy - Brandeis University - ARISEmac student Alum



Susan developed and presented a successful after-school music and arts workshop based on her 
award winning ARISE Music Arts curriculum for the Stella Maris Regional Elementary School.   

During the ten-week program, the children experience the essence of music (beat, melody, 
harmony) through various artistic mediums (murals, visual art, instruments).  The program 

culminates in a celebration and presentation of the student’s original musical and artistic works.



Susan, an accomplished musician, has a wonderful rapport with children and loves to share her 
passion for music with her students.  The program was a huge success and was reflected in the 

students’ growth and understanding of the creative elements in both music and art.  The children 
looked forward to the program each week and were delighted by Susan.

I can attest to Susan’s high standards and the professionalism she exhibited in working with the 
students at Stella Maris.  It was a joy to collaborate with Susan to offer this unique and 

wonderful program  Susan’s enthusiasm and love for the creative arts is a passion that should be 
shared with other schools and students.  I highly recommend the ARISE Music Arts program

Patricia K. Sliwienski Former Assistant Principal Stella Maris Regional School

"I hired Susan to help inspire my high school choir to use their voices to their fullest potential. 
The students enjoyed her enthusiasm and learned to sing from the heart without fear.  

She also helped stage a duet that students were preparing for a concert.  
Susan was able to help students associate the words they were singing to something they had 

ownership with in their own lives.  
She is fun for kids and teachers!"  

–Denise Hoff - ODA LR Chorus Director 



“She’s the definition of soul.” - Producer John Fisher 

“Talent wise,(Susan) she’s a complete package,” says Emmy awarded TV director Rocco Urbisci 
(HBO, George Carlin, Robin Williams, Lily Tomlin) who directed her LA showcase calling her 

voice “extraordinary.” 

“Brilliant” Oscar win actor Lou Gossett Jr. calls Susan’s writing/consulting for his Eracism 
Foundation & her performance received his praise as “Wonderful, sings like a bird!” 

“She’s astounding,” accolade from Tony awarded Broadway producer the late Michael Frazier 
(Lena Horne) who presented Gabriel’s musical. 

“Highly gifted, poignant, humorous, lyrical at its best,” Emmy Award winning  
writer/producer David Milch (HBO Luck/Deadwood, NYPD Blue) describes Gabriel’s appeal. 

 
 

“Brilliant...brava!” - 2017 NYC artist residency owner Stephen Shanaghan 

“She raised the bar on my FIAT TV commercials this year to a national brand content level. The 
response to her work has been outstanding.” 2017 Don Osborne GM Sunset Auto Group 



“Susan Gabriel is an amazing 
multi-talented musician / singer / songwriter  

with appeal to a variety of audiences. Her voice is incredible. She is dedicated to providing a 
unique musical experience while engaging her audience in all of her performances. Her music is 
both uplifting and thought provoking leaving her audience wanting to return for more. Susan's 

offering is truly 'star' quality.” -  
Theodore B. Conklin III, Owner The American Hotel 

“So excited to have such an established professional, powerful singer, creative talent highlight 
our event” -Marilee Roberts 2016 SECF Co-Chair 

 

Gabriel’s performed with all-star musicians Reggie McBride (Keb Mo), Anton Fig (Paul Schafer/
Letterman), Denny Seiwell (Wings), Morris Goldberg (Ojoyo), Alex Acuna (Weather Report) 

among others. 

“Captivating” – LA Times “Airborne” – NY Post “Stunning” – SH Press “Mellifluous” 
“Haunting” - Malibu Times 



 



 


